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Abstract 
The present paper is dedicated to questions of disparity of school and scientific approach to some problems of the Russian 
language in its modern state: the connection of the linguistic course with studying literature; communicative activity approach as 
a possibility to avoid traditional methodic and to implement algorithms of linguistic research for studying the native language; 
the shift of a paradigm of teaching from knowledge-oriented to activity-oriented, which is demonstrated by the example of 
introducing the theme of addressing at secondary school. 
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1. Introduction 
Increasing effectiveness of teaching at school is one of the principal objects of the detailed study of the Russian 
psychological-pedagogical science. The ability of a teacher to involve all pupils of a class into active work during a 
lesson is of great importance for his professional evaluation. To achieve this goal the teacher should have deep 
knowledge of the linguistic as well as of the pragmatic side of notions studied at the lesson so that he could teach his 
pupils to take into consideration the function of those notions in communicating, to be able to define the strategy and 
tactics of the situation of communication. 
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Speaking is mastered by a child quite consciously if he is acquiring the ability to feel and realize expressive 
connotations and coloring of lexical, grammatical and phonetical meanings of the language, which appear in 
coherent speech, which is in the text. Addressing somebody is the culture of speaking behavior in the first place. 
Correct and appropriate addressing a person is the guarantee of a productive and fruitful conversation 
2. ‘Addressing’ (Vocative) as Linguistic Pragmatic Category  
2.1. ‘Addressing’ as a notion of linguistics 
Addressing (vocative) as a notion of linguistics is a word or word combination denoting a person (or a subject) to 
whom (or to which) the speech is addressed.  Vocative or addressing has often become the object of investigation of 
representatives of native and foreign linguistics. Some linguists have been studying the phenomenon of addressing   
considering it to be a word or word combination designating the addressee of the speech. While other scientists have 
considered it to be a special part of a sentence. In some works addressing has been looked upon as a separate 
sentence (Peshkovsky, 1928).  
The diversity of existing opinions of the linguistic nature of addressing is the evidence of a serious attention paid 
to it and the interest it has provoked in the knowledge of language in different epochs. In spite of the multi-aspect 
nature of studying these units of speech, a great number of questions still remain disputable and insufficiently 
investigated in the Russian language due to the complex nature of the subject of interest. Theoretical comprehension 
of the communicative pragmatic aspect of studying addressing (vocatives) which lately has been taking one of the 
leading positions in linguistics can be achieved at a sufficient degree of effectiveness on the basis of comparative 
description of different languages.  
2.2. ‘Addressing’ in school didactics 
However, in linguistic didactics there exists an opinion that this linguistic phenomenon is simple enough from the 
point of view of its mastering by school children and is generally reduced to the studying of rules of punctuation 
with the purpose of pointing it out in writing. 
In school grammar vocative has a primordial lexical-morpheme term addressing quite adequate to the Russian 
language. The fifth grade children, who study this notion as a new one, find out that it makes a sentence more 
complicated, that addressing extends the sentence being neither the member of it, nor fulfilling the function of a 
subject or a predicate, or a subordinate part of a sentence. It may be put either at the beginning, or in the middle, or 
at the end of a sentence.  
“Look here, Verochka”, Solodov drawled on. “I haven’t got where to put myself” – “Why do you say that, Dmitry 
Ivanovitch?” (A. Khvostov)  
This approach of a rather formal kind deprives pupils of a chance to see the text-forming function of addressing, 
its rich possibilities in building the context of the work of letters and in adding deeper characteristics to the 
participants of the conversation. The pupils are also devoid a chance to discover implicitly laid   purports expressing 
the attitude of the author and other personages to those whose conversation is given in the text. 
Unfortunately, this theme is given too little time at school: two lessons and more often only one lesson of a 
generalizing character. This is sufficient only for introducing the notion itself and learning the rules of punctuation. 
But the aim of addressing, the correct usage of proper names and common nouns constituting the pragmatic function 
of addressing remain unlearned.  
2.3. Cognitive and esthetic qualities of ‘addressing’ in prose and poetry 
Nowadays, when traditional study of school grammar has given way to communicative activity-oriented approach 
to teaching the native language, it is speech activities that form the content of the Russian (as native) language. And 
consequently, speech activities and addressing as its subject that is studied from positions of functional linguistic 
pragmatics is considered to be a process of a conscious choice of linguistic units of uttering by a sender of the text 
with the aim of the best possible impact upon the addressee. The choice of a unit of speech necessary for the sender 
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is dictated by the situation of communication, its aims and motives. This is the reason why the method of studying 
the category of addressing is undergoing a fundamental change at secondary school. For developing a linguistic 
notion in his pupils’ minds the teacher has to analyze the speech situation which would explain both relevance of 
using the addressing, and the correctness of its lexical-morpheme appearance. Where then should the teacher draw 
patterns of literature speech for the didactic purposes of his lesson? Certainly, in works of letters, to be exact, in 
masterpieces of the world culture that are fixed in the texts of prominent authors (Karaulov,1998). 
The criteria of evaluating the lingual pragmatic aspects of speech activities is the successful choice of linguistic 
units by the sender of the text made “now” and “here”. The units of speech necessary for the sender are chosen and 
defined by the situation of communication, aims and motives which are extra linguistic factors of choice. To 
understand and evaluate it the pupil should have the context that is the multi-aspect description of the speech 
situation that helps him take into account meaningful features of a syntactical notion. 
That is why, while studying this theme, it is possible and advisable to offer pupils an interesting work with the 
text that will help them form the notion and reveal inexhaustible cognitive and esthetic qualities of addressing in 
their speech practice. For example, during a lesson we necessarily try to analyze specially chosen pieces from texts 
that are studied by schoolchildren at the lessons of literature. Having compared the form and the manner of 
addressing, pupils start to think why the characters in one dialogue address each other in one way and in another 
dialogue they change the manner. During the lesson the magic of communication is revealed – the pupils quite by 
themselves discover that in the language there are all the means of expressing human emotions. In phonetic it is done 
through intonation, in lexics it is synonymy and transference of meaning, in grammar there are special prefixes and 
suffixes, in syntax – stylistic figures. In the same way we regard addressing associated with expressive means such 
as metaphors and symbols to be a special kind of stylistic figure. 
I greet thee, my poor maple! 
Forgive me - I have been rude. 
Thy cloth is all turn down, 
But thou wilt soon acquire new… 
(S. Yesenin) 
The poet addresses the object of nature as if it were animated. He is humanizing the nature pointing out its soul 
and tongue, its beauty. Addressings in the language of works of fiction are extremely diversified in structure and 
meaning, especially so in poetic speech. They draw the reader’s attention to the addressee. Formulating the 
addressing, writers make use of different types of definition: coordinated and non-coordinated attributes, appositions 
and a number of uniform addressings. 
Tell me, oh, priceless friend of soul 
Is this a dream or love or just devotion? 
(A. S. Pushkin) 
To-day, my good men  
I’ll tell you a new tale 
I’d like to ask if you have known, oh friends of mine  
A blind little boy with a bandage? 
(A. S. Pushkin) 
Forgive me, leafy groves! 
Forgive me, careless realm of fields 
And light winged games 
Of days that quickly gone away! 
(A. S. Pushkin) 
To trace the role of addressing in poetic speech as one of the ways of personification is possible in the course of 
analyzing pieces of works of great Russian writers included into the program on Russian literature: A. S. Pushkin, N. 
A. Nekrasov, M. Gorky, B. Mayakovsky, M. Tsvetaeva and others. It is very important to make it clear to pupils at 
the lesson that emotionally colored words used in addressing (both extended and non-extended) display the attitude 
of the author to the person, pronouncing these words. For example, mamochka (mummy), golubka (darling), my 
friends, my colleagues. 
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“Every morning Aunty, all in tears, implores everybody: “Batjushki (my dear fellows), please don’t make him 
angry! Golubchiki (my darlings), don’t make him angry!” 
“For me, Mamenka (Mummy), you are like my own mother, and Tikhon is fond of you, too.” 
“It’s impossible, Matushka (my dear), to stay sinless; we live in the world. This is what I’ll tell you, my dear 
lassie: everybody of you, common people, is being tempted by one and the same enemy…” 
 “Savel Prokophjich, you know, your Stepenstvo (respected and honored person - addressing a rich merchant) all 
the inhabitants will benefit from this.” 
 
“Thank you, good people, for your service!” 
N. A. Ostrovsky  
While studying the theme “Addressing” we pay special attention to the role of sentences with addressing not only 
in the texts of fiction, but also in works of the publicist style. A special text-organizing role of addressing is 
displayed by the fact that addressing is rather often used at the beginning of a text or a passage becoming a kind of 
introduction. For example, this is the start of the article written by K. Balmont, a famous Russian poet of the Silver 
Century period: “My first steps, you were the steps along the garden walks, among the innumerable flourishing 
bushes, trees and grass. My first steps were accompanied by first spring songs of birds, by first warm breaths of the 
wind along the white realm of apple and cherry trees in full blossom…” The unusual addressing immediately draws 
the reader’s attention to the contents that follows and keeps up his attention at the extension of the whole text.  
While reading works of letters at the lessons of the Russian literature we use the knowledge received at the 
lessons of the Russian language which helps pupils understand the idea of the work studied. Here is an example of a 
discussion on the role of addressing for understanding the contents of a verse: 
My dearest friend, the first of all! 
And I have blessed the fate, 
When my poor yard secluded 
All snow covered and full of sorrow 
Your bell so small has filled and gladdened … 
(A. S. Pushkin) 
What is the plot of the verse? The author appeals to a definite person. This is expressed in the form of addressing 
(grammatical indication), and at the same time in a single component sentence (vocative), so we may observe that 
the thought is completed. But then, what does the author have in mind? We find out that he is addressing his friend 
and calls him “the first of all”, so we, the readers, evidently, come to the conclusion that he is his childhood friend, 
they have shared their childish pranks. And to the addressing “my friend” the poet adds the word “dearest”, which 
may signify “the best of all” and due to its lexical meaning and the place in the sentence everybody acquainted with  
the biography of the great Russian poet can guess to whom he addressed his verse. And we now perceive the 
addressee of the lyrics: his friend is “the best”, “the first” among the equal. Pushkin expresses his idea with utmost 
clarity and briefness accompanying the sentence with enthusiastic intonation – we see the exclamation sign. Let us 
read this line once again with all “the signals’ we have discovered. Have you managed to do it? Have you felt the 
emotional mood, the warmness of the soul put by the author into this addressing? (Kovtunova, 1986) 
Let us go on with the analysis. Is it possible to begin a talk with a conjunction? No, the talk is not begun but 
continued, this is the thing. The lyric hero is going on with an old talk with his first and dearest friend, and we are 
witnesses to only a part of it. Really – what yard, what bell is mentioned here? It isn’t clear. So “and I” 
linguistically underlines some kind of enumerating, connected with the conjunction “and” and adding the intonation 
some meaning of a union “and I, and you”: and my first and dearest friend is in the same situation I was some time 
ago. One can only guess what had been taking place then and there, but the mood of the lyric hero, his idea becomes 
transparent:  I was in low spirits – this is signaled by the words “my poor yard secluded/all snow covered and full of 
sorrow, and you appeared and relieved my mind. The signals of the situation are the expressions “blessed my fate … 
your bell … filled and gladdened”.  This  tells us the conceptual information - I remember “bells’ and am deeply 
grateful for that occasion, and the implicit information leads us to understanding that now the author wants to give 
moral support to his friend who might have found himself in a similar, full of sorrow situation. Now it becomes clear 
what it is the poet makes of friendship: it was no accident that he addresses “my first friend”, the “first” here 
denotes also the most precious, the most important, and the closest. The following quatrain confirms our conjecture. 
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You remember it, don’t you? If you don’t, then read the whole verse again. Even not knowing the real situation 
when the verse was written, an attentive and skillful reader can find symbols with the help of which the author 
invites the reader to follow him to make himself understood. And this is possible due to the reader’s knowledge of 
the Russian language. This kind of linguistic analysis of the text makes it possible better understand both the 
contents of the verse and the state of the lyric hero. This is principally for what the native language is studied and the 
literary source is read. Here it is of great importance to advice a teacher not to get away from the text following your 
own associative ideas but to keep up to the norms and decorative means of the language. 
Here is an example of the pupils’ dialogue at a lesson.  
– On the basis of a short piece of the play let us follow the way addressing helps us define the relations of the 
characters participating in it. “The Thunderstorm” by A.N. Ostrovsky:  
– KULIGUIN. What do you have in common with him, Sudar, (Sir), we can’t understand. 
– BORIS. If I could avoid it, Kuliguin. It’s only the necessity. 
– KULIGUIN. What’s the necessity, Sudar, let me ask you. If possible, then tell us. 
– BORIS. But I can’t. It’s not in my will, Kuliguin.  
– KULIGUIN. Then, Sudar, I can guess, bad is your situation. 
-What is the role of addressing in a text of fiction if to take this piece of Ostrovsky’s drama? You know, it is easy 
to understand from the text who addresses whom, everything is clear. 
-Yes, but when it is staged, the names of characters are not given. And in addition, Boris is the nephew of Dickoy 
(a meaningful name – Wild), the merchant, a prominent person in the town. Kuliguin is an urban lower middle class 
member, a self-taught watchmaker, of a lower social position. It becomes clear because Kuliguin always addresses 
Boris with the word sudar (sir) pointing to his higher social status. Boris, on the contrary, addressing the other calls 
him only by his family name which in Russian is a little bit scornful. 
-That’s quite correct. Playwrights have to fill the characters’ speech with very important words having special 
aim. This is the way we define not only social position, but also their personal qualities, values and attitudes to each 
other. 
2.4. Pragmatic aspects of punctuation in addressing  
Alongside with understanding the pragmatic function of addressing the teacher draws the pupils’ attention to the 
punctuation signs surrounding it in writing. One of the purposes of studying the native language is the skill of literate 
writing, that is grammatically correct writing, so, for the generalization of punctuation rules while forming the 
addressing in the written text a table is composed as a result of analyzing several texts. The results are shown in 
Table 1.  
Table 1. Punctuation signs with addressing 
Grammatical rule Scheme Example 
If the addressing is put at the beginning of a 
sentence, the coma is put after it. 
vvvv, - . My friends, I leave my heart to you. 
Petia, don’t forget to bring the costume. 
If the addressing is put at the beginning of a 
sentence and is pronounced with a strong feeling, 
then it is followed by the exclamation sign 
vvvv! - ! Russia! Rise up and reign! 
If the addressing is put in the middle of a sentence, 
it is accompanied with comas on both sides. 
-, vvvv, - It’s you I call, the lazy sage, into the happy poetry shelter.  
Put on, my dear, your coat. 
If the addressing is in the end of a sentence, then 
the coma is put before it.  
-, vvvv? Are you happy, my hearty friend? 
The particle “oh”, connected with the addressing 
semantically, is not separated from it 
-, Oh vvvv! Will I behold, oh my dear friends, the people who aren’t 
oppressed  
And slavery demolished by the Tsar… 
I sing to you, oh young friends 
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3. Practical implementation of the didactic model 
When the theme is repeated this table may serve as a supporting scheme for recollecting the knowledge of 
punctuation. For fixing and repeating the theme pupils are also given the task to write out from the books they read 
example of addressing they meet in the text onto separate cards taking into account their different position in 
sentences. Here we give examples of such cards (hand-outs): 
1) Single out principal parts of the sentences and find addressing in them. Put where necessary punctuation signs. 
a. I like my friends to look at blue and misty plains. 
b. I love the sun of autumn. 
c. Moscow my Moscow I love you like your son will do… 
d. Moscow how much there is in this name  
e. For the heart of a Russian. 
d. I’m yours with all my heart and body my native land! 
2) Draw schemes of the sentences with addressing, having put punctuation signs. 
a. Barin (Sir) would you not give the order to return? 
b. You the light of my heart would you listen to me the old man. 
c. What sir has happened to you? 
d. But you old chap don’t get upset. 
e. Get closer together oh dear friends of mine and form our loyal circle… 
f. Stars you are as bright and clear as my happiness! 
3) Copy the sentences, putting missing punctuation signs where     there is addressing in a sentence. 
a. Oh Puschin dear a hermit has dragged himself to you with his open heart… 
b. I want kind sage to have a talk with you. 
c. Chaadaev do you remember the days of old? 
d. Protect me my talisman. 
e. Oh holy Motherland whose heart won’t tremble asking for blessing of the Lord for you. 
f. Oh friend of my life of idleness my ink-pot with you I have decorated my monotonous way.   
g. Oh courageous Falcon thou hast poured out thy life-blood in battle with enemies. 
As a home assignment for integrating skills of creating their own texts and giving them shape in the written form 
the task was to write a letter to a friend using as many addressings as possible. 
4. Conclusion  
The approach to addressing (vocative) as a special linguistic pragmatic category widens the field of didactics and 
contributes to the effectiveness of teaching Russian as a native language. Moreover, the approach suggested by the 
authors helps the teacher to give his pupils not only a deeper understanding of works of fiction but also a chance to 
see the text-forming function of addressing, its rich possibilities in building the context of the work of letters and 
improve their speaking skills. The pupils are also given a chance to discover implicitly laid purports expressing the 
attitude of the author and other personages to those whose conversation is given in the text. 
In our opinion, when studying addressing, correctly chosen examples of the language items that could be found in 
the texts of fiction are of great positive importance. When pupils work with texts it helps them master skills of 
competent using addressings not only while fulfilling written tasks and exercises but also in their everyday 
communication. Taking into consideration that the speech of a human is every year filled with new word forms, 
borrowings and abbreviations, which are added to him by the culture itself and his environment, one can suppose 
that the theme “Addressing” in the Russian language will be always interesting not only to schoolchildren, but also 
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to specialists and those who study Russian as a foreign language.  
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